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Abstract

We consider both `0-penalized and `0-constrained quantile regression estimators.
For the `0-penalized estimator, we derive an exponential inequality on the tail prob-
ability of excess quantile prediction risk and apply it to obtain non-asymptotic upper
bounds on the mean-square parameter and regression function estimation errors. We
also derive analogous results for the `0-constrained estimator. The resulting rates of
convergence are minimax-optimal and the same as those for `1-penalized estimators.
Further, we characterize expected Hamming loss for the `0-penalized estimator. We
implement the proposed procedure via mixed integer linear programming and also a
more scalable first-order approximation algorithm. We illustrate the finite-sample per-
formance of our approach inMonte Carlo experiments and its usefulness in a real data
application concerning conformal prediction of infant birth weights (with n ≈ 103 and
up to p > 103). In sum, our `0-based method produces a much sparser estimator than
the `1-penalized approach without compromising precision.
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1 Introduction

Quantile regression has been increasingly popular since the seminal work of Koenker and

Bassett (1978). See Koenker (2005) for a classic and comprehensive text on quantile regres-

sion and Koenker (2017) for a review of recent developments. This paper is concerned

with estimating a sparse high-dimensional quantile regression model:

Y = X>θ∗ + U, (1.1)

where Y ∈ R is the outcome of interest, X ∈ Rp is a p-dimensional vector of covariates, θ∗

is the vector of unknown parameters, and U is a regression error. LetQτ (U |X) denote the

τ -th quantile of U conditional on X . Assume that Qτ (U |X) = 0 almost surely for a given

τ ∈ (0, 1) and that the data consist of a random sample of n observations (Yi, Xi)
n
i=1. As

usual, p can be much larger than n; however, sparsity s, the number of nonzero elements

of θ∗, is less than n.

To date, an `1-penalized approach to estimating (1.1) has been predominant in the liter-

ature mainly thanks to its computational advantages. See e.g., Belloni and Chernozhukov

(2011), Wang, Wu, and Li (2012), Wang (2013), Belloni, Chernozhukov, and Kato (2014,

2019), Fan, Fan, and Barut (2014), Zheng, Peng, and He (2015), Lee, Liao, Seo, and Shin

(2018), Lv, Lin, Lian, and Huang (2018), Wang, Van Keilegom, and Maidman (2018) and

Wang (2019) amongmany others. The `1-penalized quantile regression (`1-PQR hereafter)

is akin to the well known LASSO (Tibshirani, 1996). Recently, there is emerging interest

in adopting an `0-based approach since the latter is regarded as a more direct solution to

estimation problem under sparsity. For instance, Bertsimas, King, and Mazumder (2016)

took an `0-constrained approach in order to solve the best subset selection problem in lin-

ear regressionmodels. Huang, Jiao, Liu, and Lu (2018) proposed a scalable computational

algorithm for `0-penalized least squares solutions. Chen and Lee (2018a,b) studied the `0-

constrained and `0-penalized empirical riskminimization approaches to high dimensional
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binary classification problems.

In this paper, we pursue an `0-based approach to estimating sparse quantile regres-

sion. We are inspired by Bertsimas, King, andMazumder (2016, Section 6), who provided

a piece of numerical evidence—without theoretical analysis—that the `0-constrained least

absolute deviation (LAD) estimator outperforms `1-penalized LAD estimator in terms of

both sparsity and predictive accuracy. That is, Bertsimas, King, and Mazumder (2016)

made a convincing case for adopting an `0-based approach in median regression. In con-

vex optimization, a constrained approach is equivalent to a penalized method (see, e.g.,

Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004). For non-convex problems, both are distinct and it is un-

clear whichmethod is better. Therefore, in the paper, we consider both `0-constrained and

`0-penalized quantile regression (`0-CQR and `0-PQR hereafter).

The main contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we derive an exponential in-

equality on the tail probability of the excess quantile predictive risk and apply it to obtain

non-asymptotic upper bounds on a triplet of population quantities for the `0-PQR estima-

tor: themean excess predictive risk, themean-square regression function estimation error,

and the mean-square parameter estimation error. The resulting rates of convergence for

the triplets are minimax optimal at the order of s ln p/n and the same as those of `1-PQR

(see, e.g., Belloni and Chernozhukov, 2011; Wang, 2019). However, the optimal tuning pa-

rameter λ in `1-PQR is of order
√

ln p/n, whereas it is of order ln p/n in `0-PQR. We also

characterize expected Hamming loss for the `0-penalized estimator. In a nutshell, `0-PQR

produces a sparser estimator than `1-PQR, while maintaining the same level of prediction

and estimation errors. In addition, we establish analogous results for the `0-CQR estima-

tor under the assumption that the imposed sparsity is at least as large as true sparsity. Our

non-asymptotic results build on Bousquet (2002) and Massart and Nédélec (2006) and are

applicable for `0-based, generalM -estimation with a Lipschitz objective function that in-

cludes sparse logistic regression as a special case. Therefore, our theoretical results may

be of independent interest beyond quantile regression.
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The second contribution is computational. Both `0-CQR and `0-PQR estimation prob-

lems can be equivalently reformulated asmixed integer linear programming (MILP) prob-

lems. This reformulation enables us to employ efficient mixed integer optimization (MIO)

solvers to compute exact solutions to the `0-based quantile regression problems. How-

ever, the method of MIO is concerned with optimization over integers, which could be

computationally challenging for large scale problems. To scale up `0-basedmethods, Bert-

simas, King, and Mazumder (2016) developed fast first-order approximation methods for

both `0-constrained least squares and absolute deviation estimators. Huang, Jiao, Liu,

and Lu (2018) also proposed a scalable computational algorithm for approximating the `0-

penalized least squares solutions. Building on these papers, we propose a new first-order

computational approach, which can deliver high-quality, approximate `0-PQR solutions

and thus can be used as awarm-start strategy for boosting the computational performance

of theMILP. As a standalone algorithm, our first-order approach renders the `0-PQR com-

putationally as scalable as commonly used `1-PQR.

As an illustrative application, we consider conformal prediction of birth weights and

have a horse race among `0-CQR, `0-PQR, and `1-PQR with n ≈ 1000 and p ranging from

p ≈ 20 to p ≈ 1600. Recently, Romano, Patterson, and Candes (2019) combined confor-

mal prediction with quantile regression and proposed conformalized quantile regression

that rigorously ensures a non-asymptotic, distribution-free coverage guarantee, indepen-

dent of the underlying regression algorithm. When we implement conformal prediction

using competing estimation methods, we find that both `0-CQR and `0-PQR are capa-

ble of delivering much sparser solutions than `1-PQR, while maintaining the same length

and coverage of prediction confidence intervals. Furthermore, we obtain similar results

in Monte Carlo experiments. Therefore, `0-CQR and `0-PQR are worthy competitors to `1-

PQR—superior if a researcher prefers sparsity—as supported by non-asymptotic theory,

a real-data application and Monte Carlo experiments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we set up the sparse quan-
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tile regression model and present the `0-based approaches. In Section 3, we establish non-

asymptotic statistical properties of the proposed `0-PQR and `0-CQR estimators. In Section

4, we provide both MILP- and first-order (FO)-based computational approaches for solv-

ing the `0-PQR problems. In Section 5, we perform a simulation study on the finite-sample

performance of our proposed estimators. In Section 6, we illustrate our method in a real

data application concerning conformal prediction of birth weights. We then conclude the

paper in Section 7. Proofs of all theoretical results of the paper are collated in Appendix

A.

2 `0-Based Approaches to Quantile Regression

Let ‖a‖0 be the `0 norm of a vector a, which is the number of nonzero components of a.

The usual `1 and `2 norms are denoted by ‖ · ‖1 and ‖ · ‖2, respectively. For any t and u, let

ρ(t, u) ≡ (t− u)[τ − 1(t ≤ u)]. (2.1)

Let Θ denote a parameter space, which is assumed to be a compact subspace ofRp. Define

Sn(θ) ≡ n−1

n∑
i=1

ρ(Yi, X
>
i θ). (2.2)

We first define `0-CQR. For any given sparsity q ≥ 0, let θ̃ denote an `0-constrained

quantile regression (`0-CQR) estimator, which is defined as a solution to the following

minimization problem:

min
θ∈B(q)

Sn(θ), where B(q) ≡ {θ ∈ Θ : ‖θ‖0 ≤ q}. (2.3)

In practice, choosing q is important: `0-CQR will result in selecting many more (or far

fewer) covariates if the imposed sparsity is too large (or too small).
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Tomitigate the issue of unknown true sparsity s, we now focus on `0-PQR. Let θ̂ denote

an `0-PQR estimator, which is defined as a solution to the followingminimization problem:

minθ∈B(k0) Sn(θ) + λ‖θ‖0, (2.4)

where λ is a nonnegative tuning parameter and k0 is a fixed upper bound for the true

sparsity s. In `0-PQR, the main tuning parameter is λ. To adapt to an unknown s, we

rely on `0-penalization that is controlled by λ. The sparsity bound k0 is different from q

in `0-CQR. The latter acts as a tuning parameter, which will be calibrated to maximize the

predictive performance, whereas the former is predetermined and imposed mainly for

technical regularity conditions, just like the compactness assumption on Θ. We will set k0

with a large value in numerical exercises.

To make our proposed estimators operational, we follow the standard machine learn-

ing approach. That is, we first randomly split the dataset into three samples: training,

validation and test samples. For each candidate value of the tuning parameter q or λ,

we estimate the model using the training sample. Then, the tuning parameter is selected

based on the quantile prediction risk using the validation sample. Finally, out-of-sample

performance is evaluated using the test sample.

3 Theory for `0-Based Quantile Regression

3.1 Assumptions

Weprovide general regularity conditions that include quantile regression as a special case.

Define S(θ) ≡ E
[
ρ(Y,X>θ)

]
.

Assumption 1. S(θ) ≥ S(θ∗) for any θ ∈ Θ.
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Note that for quantile regression,

S(θ)− S(θ∗) =

∫ ∫ x>(θ−θ∗)

0

[
FU |X(z|x)− FU |X(0|x)

]
dz dFX(x), (3.1)

where FU |X(·|x) is the cumulative distribution function of U conditional onX = x and FX

is the cumulative distribution function of X . Thus, Assumption 1 is satisfied.

Assumption 2. There exists a Lipschitz constant L such that

|ρ(t, u1)− ρ(t, u2)| ≤ L |u1 − u2| (3.2)

for all t, u1, u2 ∈ R.

Assumption 2 is satisfied for quantile regression with L = 1. For any two real numbers

x and y, let x ∨ y ≡ max{x, y} and x ∧ y ≡ min{x, y}.

Assumption 3. There exists a positive and finite constant B such that

max
1≤j≤p

{
∣∣X(j)

∣∣ ∨ ∣∣θ(j)
∣∣} ≤ B, (3.3)

where X(j) and θ(j) denote the j-th component of X and that of θ, respectively.

Assumption 3 requires that each component ofX and that of θ be bounded by a univer-

sal constant. This condition could be restrictive yet is commonly adopted in the literature.

For example, Zheng, Peng, and He (2018) assumed the uniform boundedness of each of

the covariates, citing the literature that points out that “a global linear quantile regression

model is most sensible when the covariates are confined to a compact set” to avoid the

problem of quantile crossing.

Assumption 4 (Separability Condition). There exists a countable subset Θ′ of Θ that satisfies

the following conditions: (i) for any θ ∈ Θ, there exists a sequence (θj) of elements of Θ′ such that,
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for every realization of (Y,X), ρ(Y,X>θj) converges to ρ(Y,X>θ) as j → ∞. (ii) Furthermore,

for any given ε∗ > 0, there exists a point θ′∗ ∈ Θ′ such that ‖θ′∗‖0 = ‖θ∗‖0 and S(θ′∗) ≤ S(θ∗) + ε∗.

Assumption 4 is very mild. A similar condition is assumed in Massart and Nédélec

(2006) to avoid measurability issues and to use the concentration inequality by Bousquet

(2002). By Assumption 2 and taking Θ′ = Θ∩Qp, Assumption 4 (i) holds by the denseness

of the set of rational numbers and the continuity of the function ρ. Suppose that, for some

non-negative random variable Z with E (Z) < ∞, ρ(Y,X>θ) ≤ Z holds with probability

1 for every θ ∈ Θ. Then using this condition together with Assumption 4 (i), we can

also deduce from the dominated convergence theorem that S(θ∗) = infθ∈Θ′ S(θ) and thus

Assumption 4 (ii) also holds. In the quantile regression case, we can take the dominating

variable Z to be |Y | + pB2, which has finite mean provided that the mean of |Y | is also

finite. The requirement that E|Y | < ∞ is not strictly necessary because we can redefine

the quantile regression objective function by ρ(Y,X>θ)− ρ(Y,X>θ∗), whose magnitude is

uniformly bounded above by 2pB2.

For each θ, defineR(θ) ≡ E[|X>(θ−θ∗)|2],which is the the expected squared difference

of the true quantile regression functionX>θ∗ and a linear fit evaluated at a givenparameter

vector θ.

Assumption 5. For some k ≥ k0 in (2.4), there exists a constant κ0 > 0 such that

S(θ)− S(θ∗) ≥ κ2
0R(θ) for all θ ∈ B(k). (3.4)

Assumption 5 relates R(θ) to the difference of their corresponding quantile predic-

tive risks. Given Assumption 3, if the distribution FU |X (z|x) admits a Lebesgue density

fU |X (z|x) that is bounded below by a positive constant cu for all z in an open interval con-

taining [−2B2 (k0 + s) , 2B2 (k0 + s)] and for all x in the support of X , then Assumption 5

holds with κ0 =
√
cu/2.
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Assumption 6. For some k ≥ k0 in (2.4), there exists a constant κ1 > 0 such that

R(θ) ≥ κ2
1 ‖θ − θ∗‖

2
2 for all θ ∈ B(k). (3.5)

For any subset J ⊂ {1, ..., p}, let XJ denote the |J |-dimensional subvector of X ≡

(X(1), . . . , X(p))> formed by keeping only those elements X(j) with j ∈ J . Suppose that,

for any subset J ⊂ {1, ..., p} such that |J | ≤ (k0 + s), the smallest eigenvalue of E
(
XJX

>
J

)
is bounded below by a positive constant ω. Then Assumption 6 holds with κ1 =

√
ω. This

assumption is related to the sparse eigenvalue condition used in the high dimensional re-

gression literature (see, e.g. Raskutti, Wainwright, and Yu (2011)). For example, if X is

a random vector with mean zero and the covariance matrix Σ whose (i, j) component is

Σi,j = r|i−j| for some constant r > 0, then the smallest eigenvalue of Σ is bounded away

from zero where the lower bound is independent of the dimension p (van de Geer and

Bühlmann (2009, p. 1384)) and thus E
(
XJX

>
J

)
is bounded below by a universal positive

constant for every J ⊂ {1, ..., p}.

3.2 Non-Asymptotic Bounds and Minimax Optimal Rates

The following theorem is the key step to the main results of this section for `0-PQR.

Theorem 1. Let Assumptions 1–6 hold. Suppose s ≤ k0. Then, for any given positive scalar

η ≤ 1, there is a universal constantM , which depends only on η, such that, for every y ≥ 1,

P
[
S(θ̂)− S (θ∗) ≥

2λs

1− η
+ 32C2(s+ k0)

(
1 + η +Mηy

1− η

)
ln(2p)

n

]
≤ exp(−y), (3.6)

P
[
‖θ̂ − θ∗‖0 ≥

4− 2η

1− η
s+ 32λ−1C2(s+ k0)

(
1 + η +Mηy

1− η

)
ln(2p)

n

]
≤ exp(−y), (3.7)

where

C ≡ 8LBκ−1
1 κ−1

0 , (3.8)
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provided that

ln(2p) ≥
(
κ2

1κ
2
0

64L
∨ 1

)
. (3.9)

Results (3.6) and (3.7) of Theorem 1 are non-asymptotic and establish exponential in-

equalities on the tail probabilities of the excess quantile predictive risk S(θ̂)−S (θ∗) as well

as the `0-distance between the `0-PQR estimator and the true parameter value. Applying

inequality (3.6), we can obtain non-asymptotic upper bounds on a triplet of population

quantities: (i) the mean excess predictive risk E[S(θ̂)−S(θ∗)]; (ii) the mean-square regres-

sion function estimation error E[R(θ̂)]; (iii) the mean-square parameter estimation error

E[‖θ̂ − θ∗‖2
2]. The results concerning these bounds are given in the next theorem.

Theorem 2. Let Assumptions 1–6 hold. Suppose s ≤ k0. Given condition (3.9) of Theorem 1, there

is a universal constant K, which depends only on the constants L and B, such that the following

bounds hold:

E
[
S(θ̂)− S (θ∗)

]
≤ 4λs+

K(s+ k0)

κ2
1κ

2
0

ln(2p)

n
, (3.10)

E
[
R(θ̂)

]
≤ κ−2

0

(
4λs+

K(s+ k0)

κ2
1κ

2
0

ln(2p)

n

)
, (3.11)

E
[∥∥∥θ̂ − θ∗∥∥∥2

2

]
≤ κ−2

1 κ−2
0

(
4λs+

K(s+ k0)

κ2
1κ

2
0

ln(2p)

n

)
. (3.12)

If k0/s is bounded by a fixed constant, we can deduce from Theorem 2 that

E
[
S(θ̂)− S (θ∗)

]
= O

[(
λ+ n−1 ln p

)
s
]
,

E
[
R(θ̂)

]
= O

[(
λ+ n−1 ln p

)
s
]
,

E
[∥∥∥θ̂ − θ∗∥∥∥2

2

]
= O

[(
λ+ n−1 ln p

)
s
]
,

which suggests that the optimal λ be of the following form:

λ = Cλ
ln p

n
, (3.13)
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where Cλ is a constant that needs to be chosen by a researcher. Under (3.13) and the side

condition that k0/s ≤ Ck for some fixed constant Ck, we have that

E
[
S(θ̂)− S (θ∗)

]
= O

(
s ln p

n

)
,E
[
R(θ̂)

]
= O

(
s ln p

n

)
and E

[∥∥∥θ̂ − θ∗∥∥∥2

2

]
= O

(
s ln p

n

)
.

We now specialize Theorem 2 to quantile regression. The following corollary provides

the main results for `0-PQR.

Corollary 1. Assume that (i) (3.3) holds and k0 ∈ [s, Cks] for a fixed constant Ck ≥ 1, (ii)

λ = Cλln p/n for a fixed constant Cλ, (iii) E|Y | <∞, (iv) fU |X (z|x) is bounded below by cu > 0

for all z in an open interval containing [−2B2 (k0 + s) , 2B2 (k0 + s)] and for all x in the support of

X , (v) for any subset J ⊂ {1, ..., p} such that |J | ≤ (k0 + s), the smallest eigenvalue of E
(
XJX

>
J

)
is bounded below by a positive constant ω. Then, there is a universal constant K̄, which depends

only on the constants B, such that

E
[
S(θ̂)− S (θ∗)

]
≤ 4Cλ

s ln p

n
+
K̄ (Ck + 1) s

cuω

ln(2p)

n
, (3.14)

E
[
R(θ̂)

]
≤ 8Cλ

cu

s ln p

n
+

2K̄ (Ck + 1) s

c2
uω

ln(2p)

n
, (3.15)

E
[∥∥∥θ̂ − θ∗∥∥∥2

2

]
≤ 8Cλ

cuω

s ln p

n
+

2K̄ (Ck + 1) s

c2
uω

2

ln(2p)

n
, (3.16)

provided that

ln(2p) ≥
(cuω

128
∨ 1
)
. (3.17)

Corollary 1 provides non-asymptotic bounds on the mean-square regression function

and parameter estimation errors as well as the excess quantile prediction risk. The result-

ing rates of convergence are of order s ln p/n, which is the same as those of `1-PQR (see,

e.g., Belloni andChernozhukov (2011) andWang (2013) for earlier results andWang (2019)

for the latest results). These areminimax optimal rates of convergence (up to a logarithmic

factor) because it is shown in Wang (2019, Theorem 4.1(i)) that the minimax lower bound
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for E[‖θ̂ − θ∗‖2
2] is of order s ln(p/s)/n. The optimal tuning parameter λ in `1-PQR is of

order
√

ln p/n, whereas it is of order ln p/n in `0-PQR.

Remark 1. Instead of assuming condition (iv) in Corollary 1, one may assume the regu-

larity conditions that are similar to those imposed in Belloni and Chernozhukov (2011):

that is, fU |X (0|x) is bounded below by a positive constant for all x in the support of X ,

∂fU |X (z|x) /∂z exists and is bounded in absolute value by a constant uniformly in (z, x),

and

inf
θ∈B(k0):θ 6=θ∗

{
E
[∣∣X>(θ − θ∗)

∣∣2]}3/2

E
[
|X>(θ − θ∗)|3

] > 0.

The last condition is called the restricted nonlinearity condition (Belloni andChernozhukov,

2011). In a recent working paper, Wang (2019) established theoretical results for `1-PQR

without relying on the restricted nonlinearity condition. In fact, Wang (2019) only as-

sumed a uniform lower bound for fU |X (·|x) in a neighborhood of zero, which is weaker

than condition (iv) in Corollary 1. It is an open question whether we can verify Assump-

tion 5 under a weaker condition imposed in Wang (2019).

Using the method for proving Corollary 1, we can obtain the following result for `0-

CQR.

Corollary 2. Assume that (i) (3.3) holds, (ii) s ≤ q, (iii) E|Y | < ∞, (iv) fU |X (z|x) is bounded

below by cu > 0 for all z in an open interval containing [−2B2 (q + s) , 2B2 (q + s)] and for all x in

the support ofX , (v) for any subset J ⊂ {1, ..., p} such that |J | ≤ (q + s), the smallest eigenvalue

of E
(
XJX

>
J

)
is bounded below by a positive constant ω. Then, there is a universal constant K̃,

which depends only on the constant B, such that

E
[
S(θ̃)− S (θ∗)

]
≤ K̃(s+ q)

cuω

ln(2p)

n
, (3.18)

E
[
R(θ̃)

]
≤ 2K̃(s+ q)

c2
uω

ln(2p)

n
, (3.19)

E
[∥∥∥θ̃ − θ∗∥∥∥2

2

]
≤ 2K̃(s+ q)

c2
uω

2

ln(2p)

n
, (3.20)
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provided that (3.17) holds.

Corollary 2 shows that the `0-CQR estimator is minimax optimal, provided that the

imposed sparsity q is at least as large as the true sparsity s and that q/s is bounded by

a fixed constant. Therefore, our theory predicts that `0-PQR and `0-CQR would perform

similarly in applications.

3.3 Hamming Loss

Applying (3.7) of Theorem 1, we now derive a theoretical result regarding the `0-PQR in

terms of expected Hamming loss. Specifically, the following theorem presents an upper

bound on the expectation of the Hamming distance between θ̂ and θ∗.

Theorem 3. Let Assumptions 1–6 hold. Furthermore, (3.9) holds, k0 ∈ [s, Cks] for a fixed constant

Ck ≥ 1, and λ = Cλln(p)/n. For any given ν > 0, there exists a sufficiently large constant Cλ,

which does not depend on (s, n, p), such that

E

[
‖θ̂ − θ∗‖0

s

]
≤ (4 + ν).

Note thatDH(θ̂, θ∗) ≡ s−1‖θ̂− θ∗‖0 is the Hamming distance—normalized by diving it

by s—between θ̂ and θ∗, that is, s−1 times the number of elements of the `0-PQR estimator

that are different from the corresponding elements of the true parameter vector. Theo-

rem 3 shows that E[DH(θ̂, θ∗)] can be bounded by a constant that is slightly larger than 4,

provided that the tuning parameter λ is suitably chosen. Note that

P
(
θ̂ 6= θ∗

)
= P

(
‖θ̂ − θ∗‖0 ≥ 1

)
≤ E

[
‖θ̂ − θ∗‖0

]
.

Thus, we do not expect thatE[‖θ̂−θ∗‖0] can be small since it is impossible tomakeP(θ̂ 6= θ∗)

small. Instead, what we obtain in Theorem 3 is that E[‖θ̂ − θ∗‖0] is bounded by (4 + ν)s,

independent of p.
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In view of Theorem 2, Theorem 3 suggests that the estimated sparsity and the selected

set of covariates of `0-PQR cannot be too distinct from s and the true set of nonzero ele-

ments of θ∗. By Theorem 3 , the resulting sparsity of `0-PQR is likely to be substantially

smaller than k0 with a suitable choice of λ and k0; therefore, we expect that the constraint

θ ∈ B(k0) in (2.4) will not be binding in practice. Moreover, since the choice of Cλ in

Theorem 3 is independent of (s, n, p), the minimax optimal rates are still intact.

Remark 2. Using a simple Gaussian mean model, Butucea, Ndaoud, Stepanova, and Tsy-

bakov (2018) considered variable selection under expected Hamming loss. Among other

things, they derive sufficient and necessary conditions under which the following term

converges to zero (using our notation):

E

[
1

s

p∑
j=1

∣∣∣1(θ̂j 6= 0)− 1(θ∗,j 6= 0)
∣∣∣] , (3.21)

where 1(·) is the indicator function and θ̂j and θ∗,j , respectively, are the j-th elements of

θ̂ and θ∗. Their conditions involve the size of the smallest non-zero elements of a signal

vector. It is an interesting future research topic to investigate the behavior of (3.21) in

`0-PQR.

4 Implementation of `0-PQR

In Section 4.1, we propose a data-dependent rule-of-thumb choice of λ. In Section 4.2, we

present a mixed integer optimization (MIO) algorithm for computing the `0-PQR estima-

tor. In Section 4.3, we develop a first-order (FO) approximation algorithm that can be used

as either a standalone solution algorithm or a warm-start strategy for our MIO algorithm.
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4.1 Choice of λ

Note that the scale of the objective function Sn(θ) varies if that of Y changes. To relate the

penalty term to the scale of Y , we propose the following simple rule:

λ = c
(
n−1

∑n

i=1
|Yi|
) ln p

n
, (4.1)

which is proportional to the sample average of the absolute value of Y . We implement

this rule-of-thumb choice and calibrate the scalar c in our numerical exercises.

4.2 Computation through Mixed Integer Optimization

The MIO approach is useful for solving variable selection problems with `0-norm con-

straints or penalties (see, e.g., Bertsimas, King, andMazumder, 2016; Chen andLee, 2018a,b).

Assume that the parameter space Θ takes the form Θ =
∏p

j=1

[
θj, θj

]
,where θj and θj are

lower and upper parameter bounds such that −∞ < θj ≤ θj ≤ θj < ∞ for j ∈ {1, ..., p}.

Our implementation builds on the method of mixed integer linear programming (MILP).

Specifically, the `0-penalizedminimization problem (2.4) can be equivalently reformulated

as the following MILP problem:

min
θ∈Θ,(ri,si)ni=1,(dj)pj=1

1

n

∑n

i=1
[τri + (1− τ) si] + λ

∑p

j=1
dj (4.2)

subject to

ri − si = Yi −X>i θ, i ∈ {1, ..., n}, (4.3)

djθj ≤ θj ≤ djθj, j ∈ {1, ..., p}, (4.4)

dj ∈ {0, 1}, j ∈ {1, ..., p}, (4.5)

ri ≥ 0, si ≥ 0, i ∈ {1, ..., n}, (4.6)
p∑
j=1

dj ≤ k0. (4.7)
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We now explain the equivalence between (2.4) and (4.2). If we remove from the prob-

lem (2.4) the second term of the objective function as well as all the (d1, ..., dp) control vari-

ables together with their constraints (4.4) and (4.5), the resulting minimization problem

reduces to the linear programming reformulation of the standard linear quantile regres-

sion problem (Koenker, 2005, Section 6.2). In the presence of the penalty term and the

(d1, ..., dp) controls, the inequality and dichotomization constraints (4.4) and (4.5) ensure

that, whenever dj = 0, the value θj must also be zero and the sum
∑p

j=1 dj thus captures

the number of non-zero components of the vector θ. The last constraint (4.7) imposes that

the estimated sparsity is at most k0. As a result, both minimization problems (2.4) and

(4.2) are equivalent. This equivalence enables us to employ modern MIO solvers to solve

`0-PQR problems.

4.3 Computation through First-Order Approximation

The MIO formulation (4.2) is concerned with optimization over integers, which could be

computationally challenging for large scale problems. Bertsimas, King, and Mazumder

(2016, Section 3) have developed discrete first-order algorithms enabling fast computation

of near optimal solutions to `0-constrained least squares and least absolute deviation es-

timation problems. Huang, Jiao, Liu, and Lu (2018) have also proposed fast and scalable

algorithms for computing approximate solutions to `0-penalized least squares estimation

problems. These algorithms build on the necessary conditions for optimality in the `0-

constrained or penalized optimization problems. Motivated from these papers, in this

subsection, we present a first-order approximation algorithm that can be used as either a

standalone solution algorithm or a warm-start strategy for enhancing the computational

performance of our MIO approach to the `0-PQR problem.

For τ ∈ (0, 1), the quantile regression objective function (2.2) can be equivalently ex-
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pressed as

Sn(θ) = n−1 max
τ−1≤wi≤τ

n∑
i=1

wi(Yi −X>i θ). (4.8)

The function Sn(θ) is nonsmooth. Following Nesterov (2005), we can construct a smooth

approximation of Sn(θ) by

Sn(θ; δ) ≡ n−1 max
τ−1≤wi≤τ

[
n∑
i=1

wi(Yi −X>i θ)−
δ

2
‖w‖2

2

]
(4.9)

where w denote the vector of controls (w1, ..., wn) in the maximization problem (4.9).

Assume that the parameter space Θ is of an equilateral cube form Θ = [−B,B]p for

some B > 0. Let t be any given vector in Rp. Let β̂ be a solution to the following `0-

penalized minimization problem:

minβ∈B(k0) ‖β − t‖2
2 + λ‖β‖0, (4.10)

where λ is a non-negative penalty tuning parameter. It is straightforward to see that the

solution β̂ can be computed as follows. Let β̃ be a p dimensional vector given by

β̃j =


B × 1 {B2 − 2tjB + λ < 0} if tj > B

tj × 1{|tj| >
√
λ} if −B ≤ tj ≤ B

−B × 1 {B2 + 2tjB + λ < 0} if tj < −B

,

for j ∈ {1, ..., p}. Then the solution β̂ = β̃ if ‖β̃‖0 ≤ k0. Otherwise, letting S(t) denote the

set of k0 indices that keep track of the largest k0 components of t in absolute value, we set

β̂j = β̃j for j ∈ S(t) and β̂j = 0 for j /∈ S(t). Therefore, the problem (4.10) admits a simple

closed-form solution. We will exploit this fact and develop a first-order approximation

algorithm.

Define

Qn(θ; δ) ≡ Sn(θ; δ) + λ‖θ‖0. (4.11)
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For any vector t ∈ Rp, suppose we can construct a quadratic envelope of Sn(θ; δ) with

respect to the vector t in the sense that

Sn(θ; δ) ≤ S̃n(θ; t, δ, l) ≡ Sn(t; δ) +5θSn(t; δ)> (θ − t) +
l

2
‖θ − t‖2

2 (4.12)

for some non-negative real scalar l, which does not depend on the parameter vector θ.

Note that (4.12) holds whenever the gradient function 5θSn(·; δ) is Lipschitz continuous

such that

‖ 5θ Sn(t; δ)−5θSn(t′; δ)‖2 ≤ h‖t− t′‖2 (4.13)

for someLipschitz constant h, which does not depend on t and t′. By the envelope theorem,

5θSn(t; δ) = − 1

n

∑n

i=1
Xiŵi,δ,

where (ŵ1,δ, ..., ŵn,δ) is the solution to the minimization problem (4.9). Using Nesterov

(2005, Theorem 1), we can deduce that (4.13) holds with

h =
1

nδ
trace

(∑n

i=1
XiX

′
i

)
(4.14)

and hence (4.12) holds for every l ≥ h.

Define

Q̃n(θ; t, δ, l) ≡ S̃n(θ; t, δ, l) + λ‖θ‖0.

Note that Q̃n(θ; t, δ, l) is an upper envelope ofQn(θ; δ) around the vector twith the property

that Q̃n(t; t, δ, l) = Qn(t; δ).

For t ∈ Rp, define the mapping

Hδ,l(t) ≡ arg min
θ∈B(k0)

{∥∥∥∥θ − (t− 1

l
5θ Sn(t; δ)

)∥∥∥∥2

2

+ λ‖θ‖0

}
. (4.15)
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Arranging the terms, we can easily deduce

Hδ,l(t) = arg min
θ∈B(k0)

Q̃n(θ; t, δ, l). (4.16)

We say that a point t ∈ Rp is a stationary point of the mapping Hδ,l if t ∈ Hδ,l(t). For

each given value of δ, let θ̂δ denote a solution to the problem of minimizing Qn(θ; δ) over

θ ∈ B(k0). Wepropose to approximate θ̂δ by solving for the stationary point of themapping

Hδ,l. This can be justified by the following proposition.

Proposition 1. The following statements hold:

(a) If θ̂δ ∈ arg minθ∈B(k0) Qn(θ; δ), then θ̂δ ∈ Hδ,l(θ̂δ).

(b) Let l > h and tm be a sequence such that tm+1 ∈ Hδ,l(tm). Then, for some limits t∗ and Q∗,

we have that tm −→ t∗, Qn(tm; δ) ↓ Q∗ asm −→∞. Moreover,

min
m=1,...,N

‖tm+1 − tm‖2
2 ≤

2 (Qn(t1; δ)−Q∗)
N (l − h)

. (4.17)

Proposition 1 implies that any solution to theminimization ofQn(θ; δ) over θ ∈ B(k0) is

also a stationary point of the mappingHδ,l. Moreover we can solve for a stationarity point

by iterating until convergence. Result (4.17) indicates that the convergence rate is O(N−1),

where N is the number of performed iterations. Note that we can use (4.10) to obtain a

closed-form solution to the `0-penalizedminimization problem (4.15) for every t ∈ Rp and

therefore solving for a stationary point of Hδ,l would incur relatively little computational

cost.

We now turn to the `0-PQR problem (2.4). Let cτ ≡ τ 2 ∨ (1− τ)2.

Proposition 2. For δ ≥ 0, if θ̂δ ∈ arg minθ∈B(k0)Qn(θ; δ), then

Sn(θ̂δ) + λ‖θ̂δ‖0 ≤ minθ∈B(k0) {Sn(θ) + λ‖θ‖0}+
δcτ
2
. (4.18)

Given a tolerance level ε, Proposition 2 implies that, for any given δ ≤ 2εc−1
τ , if we
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solve for the minimization of Qn(θ; δ) over θ ∈ B(k0), the resulting solution θ̂δ is an ε-level

approximate `0-PQR estimator in the sense that

Sn(θ̂δ) + λ‖θ̂δ‖0 ≤ minθ∈B(k0) {Sn(θ) + λ‖θ‖0}+ ε.

This thus yields the following algorithm for computing a near optimal solution to the `0-

PQR problem (2.4).

Algorithm 1. Given an initial guess θ̂1, set δ = 2εc−1
τ and perform the following iterative proce-

dure starting with k = 1:

Step 1. For k ≥ 1, compute θ̂k+1 ∈ Hδ,l(θ̂k).

Step 2. Repeat Step 1 until the objective function Qn(·; δ) converges.

5 Simulation Study

In this section, we perform Monte Carlo simulation experiments to evaluate the perfor-

mance of our `0-PQR approach. We consider the following data generating setup. Let

Z = (Z1, ..., Zp−1) be a p − 1 dimensional multivariate normal random vector with mean

zero and covariance matrix Σ with its element Σi,j = (0.5)|i−j|. Let X = (X1, ..., Xp) be a p

dimensional covariate vector with its components X1 = 1 and Xj = Zj−11{|Zj−1| ≤ 6} for

j ∈ {2, .., p}. The outcome Y is generated according to the model:

Y = X>θ∗ +X2ε,

where ε is a random disturbance which is independent of X and follows the univariate

normal distributionwithmean zero and standard deviation 0.25. We set the sparsity s = 5

and the true parameter value θ∗j = 1 for s equispaced values.
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We compared the finite-sample performance among `0-PQR, `0-CQR, and `1-PQR esti-

mators. We considered simulation configurations with p ∈ {10, 500} to assess the perfor-

mance in both the low and high dimensional settings. In each simulation repetition, we

generated a training sample of n = 100 observations for estimating the parameter vector θ

and another independent validation sample of 100 observations for calibrating the tuning

parameters of these estimation approaches. Moreover, we also generated a test sample of

5000 observations for evaluating the out-of-sample predictive performance.

We focused our simulation study on median regression (τ = 0.5). To implement the

`1-PQR approach, we adopted the `1-penalized quantile regression estimator of Belloni

and Chernozhukov (2011) with the penalty level given by

λBC ≡ cBCΛ (1− α|X) ,

where Λ (1− α|X) is the (1− α) level quantile of the random variate Λ, which is defined

in Belloni and Chernozhukov (2011, equation (2.6)), conditional on the covariate vectorX .

Following Belloni and Chernozhukov (2011), we set α = 0.1. Moreover, we calibrated the

optimal tuning value cBC from the set S = {0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.9, 2} using the aforementioned

validation sample in the setup with p ≥ 100. For the low dimensional setup with p <

100, we performed this calibration over an expanded set S ∪ {0}, thereby allowing for an

estimating model that did not penalize any parameter.

To implement the `0-CQRmethod,we solved over the training sample the `0-constrained

estimation problem (2.3) for sparsity level q ranging from 1 up to p∧25. To solve (2.3) with

τ = 0.5 for a given value of q, following Bertsimas, King, andMazumder (2016, Section 6),

we used theMIO-based, `0-constrained LAD approach with a warm-start strategy by sup-

plying theMIO solver an initial guess computed via the discrete first-order approximation

algorithms. We then calibrated the optimal sparsity level among this set of q values using

the calibration sample. The resulting `0-CQR estimator was then constructed based on the
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model associated with the calibrated optimal sparsity level.

Finally, for our `0-PQR method, for a given value of c in (4.1), we solved the problem

(2.4) with k0 = 100 using our MIO computational approach of Section 4, where we warm-

started the MIO solver by supplying as an initial guess the approximate solution obtained

through the first-order method of Section 4.3. As in the `1-PQR case, we calibrated the

optimal tuning scalar c over the set S using the calibration sample in the setup with p ≥ k0

and over the expanded set S ∪ {0} in the setup with p < k0.

We provided further details here on the implementation of our first-order approxima-

tion procedure in Algorithm 1. We set the tolerance level ε to be 2 · 10−4 and parameter

l of the quadratic envelope in (4.12) to be 2h, where h is the Lipschitz constant given by

(4.14). Note that Algorithm 1 also requires an initial guess. We therefore ran it for T = 50

times, each of which was performed with a different initial guess and used the output

that delivered the best penalized objective function value in (2.4) as the resulting first-

order approximate solution. We chose these T initial guesses sequentially where the first

one was the `1-PQR solution of Belloni and Chernozhukov (2011) implemented with its

tuning value cBC set to be identical to the given value c in (4.1) whereas, for t ∈ {2, ..., T},

the t-th initial guess was subsequently constructed as the solution to the standard quan-

tile regression of the outcome Y on those covariates selected in the output of Algorithm 1

which was initiated with the (t− 1)-th initial guess. We found this implementation pro-

cedure worked very well in both our simulation study here and the empirical application

of Section 6.

We specified the parameter space Θ to be [−10, 10]p for the MIO computation of both

the `0-PQR and `0-CQR estimators. Throughout this paper, we used the MATLAB imple-

mentation of the Gurobi Optimizer (version 8.1.1) to solve all the MIO problems. More-

over, all numerical computations were done on a desktop PC (Windows 7) equipped with

128 GB RAM and a CPU processor (Intel i9-7980XE) of 2.6 GHz. To reduce computation

cost in all MIO computations associated with the covariate configuration of p = 500, we
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set the MIO solver time limit to be 10 minutes beyond which we forced the solver to stop

early and used the best discovered feasible solution to construct the resulting `0-PQR and

`0-CQR estimators.

We reported performance results based on 100 simulation repetitions. We considered

the following performance measures. Abusing the notation a bit, let θ̂ denote the esti-

mated parameters under a given quantile regression approach. To assess the predictive

performance, we reported the relative risk, which is the ratio of the median predictive

risk evaluated at the estimate θ̂ over that evaluated at the true value θ∗. We approximated

the out-of-sample predictive risk using the generated 5000-observation test sample. Let

in_RR and out_RR respectively denote the average of in-sample and that of out-of-sample

relative risks over the simulation repetitions.

We also reported the estimation performance in terms of both the average parameter

estimation error defined as E[‖θ̂− θ∗‖2] and the average regression function estimation er-

ror defined as E[|X>(θ̂ − θ∗)|2]. Finally, we examined the variable selection performance.

We say that a covariateXj is effectively selected if and only if the magnitude of θ̂j is larger

than a small tolerance level (e.g., 10−5 as used in our numerical study) which is distinct

from zero in numerical computation. Let Avg_sparsity denote the average number of ef-

fectively selected covariates. LetCorr_sel be the proportion of the truly relevant covariates

being effectively selected. Let Orac_sel be the proportion of obtaining an oracle variable

selection outcome where the set of effectively selected covariates coincides exactly with

that of the truly relevant covariates. Finally, let Num_irrel denote the average number of

effectively selected covariates whose true regression coefficients are zero.

5.1 Simulation Results

We now present in Tables 1 and 2 the simulation results for the performance compari-

son between the `0-PQR, `0-CQR, and `1-PQR approaches. For `0-PQR, we report perfor-

mancemeasures for both the implementation based on the first-order (FO) approximation
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and that based on the MIO, which was warm-started by using the FO solutions as initial

guesses. We find that, regarding the predictive performance, all the three competing ap-

proaches performed comparably well for both in-sample and out-of-sample relative risks

under the low dimensional covariate design. By contrast, for the high dimensional de-

sign, both `0-PQR and `0-CQR considerably dominated `1-PQR in terms of out-of-sample

predictive performance.

Table 1: Simulation comparison for p = 10

p = 10 `0-PQR `0-CQR `1-PQR
MIO FO

Corr_sel 1 1 1 1
Orac_sel 0.78 0.77 0.6 0.05
Num_irrel 1.10 1.11 1.02 3.13
Avg_sparsity 6.10 6.11 6.02 8.13
E
[∥∥∥θ̂ − θ∗∥∥∥

2

]
0.0355 0.0364 0.0382 0.0476

E[|X>(θ̂ − θ∗)|2] 0.0014 0.0015 0.0016 0.0021
in_RR 0.9766 0.9761 0.9744 0.9692
out_RR 1.0292 1.0300 1.0309 1.0407

Table 2: Simulation comparison for p = 500

p = 500 `0-PQR `0-CQR `1-PQR
MIO FO

Corr_sel 1 1 1 1
Orac_sel 1 1 0.97 0
Num_irrel 0 0 0.03 29.26
Avg_sparsity 5 5 5.03 34.26
E
[∥∥∥θ̂ − θ∗∥∥∥

2

]
0.0285 0.0285 0.0289 0.1358

E[|X>(θ̂ − θ∗)|2] 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0193
in_RR 0.9811 0.9811 0.9810 0.7930
out_RR 1.0246 1.0246 1.0253 1.2828

Turning to the variable selection results, we see that all the three estimation approaches

had perfect Corr_sel rates and hence were effective for selecting the relevant covariates.
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However, superb Corr_sel performance might just be a consequence of overfitting, which

may result in excessive selection of irrelevant covariates and adversely impact on the out-

of-sample predictive performance. From the results on the variable selection performance

measures, we note that the number of irrelevant variables selected under `1-PQRwas quite

large relatively to those under both `0-PQR and `0-CQR in the high dimensional setup even

though all these approaches exhibited the effect of reducing the covariate space dimen-

sion. This echoes with the finding in the setup of p = 500 that `1-PQR had far better

in-sample fit in terms of in_RR yet worse out-of-sample fit in terms of out_RR relatively

to the other two `0-norm-based approaches. Besides, while we could observe nonzero and

high values of Orac_Sel for the `0-PQR and `0-CQR approaches in both the low and high

dimensional setups, the `1-PQR approach could not induce any oracle variable selection

outcome in these simulations. Regarding the performance in parameter and regression

function estimation, we find that all the three approaches performed quite well for the

estimation of the true regression function; however, the `1-PQR approach incurred much

larger parameter estimation error relative to both the `0-PQR and `0-CQR approaches.

Finally, for the `0-PQR approach, the FO-based algorithm as a standalone solution algo-

rithm also performed very well. In fact, we find that in the high dimensional setup, all

the MIO-based `0-PQR computations could not converge within the 10-minute compu-

tational time limit and the discovered solutions upon early stopping coincided with the

FO-based solutions which were used to warm-start the MIO solver. This indicates that

the first-order algorithm already located high-quality `0-PQR solutions upon which fur-

ther improvements through the global optimization solver of MIO could not be obtained

within the given computational time constraint. These simulation results thus shed lights

on the usefulness of our first-order approximation approach for solving `0-PQR problems

in the presence of computational resource constraints.
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6 An Application to Conformal Prediction

In this section, we compare `0-PQR and `0-CQR with `1-PQR via a real data application to

conformal prediction of birth weights. In particular, we employ conformalized quantile

regression (Romano, Patterson, and Candes, 2019) to construct prediction intervals for

birth weights.

We nowdescribe the split conformalized quantile regression procedure (seeAlgorithm

1 of Romano, Patterson, and Candes, 2019). First, we split the data into a proper training

set, indexed by I1, and a calibration set, indexed by I2. For each quantile regression algo-

rithm, we use the proper training set I1 to obtain the estimates of two conditional quantile

functions Q̂α/2(Y |X = x) and Q̂1−α/2(Y |X = x) for a given level α ∈ (0, 0.5). Then, the

following scores are evaluated on the calibration set I2 as

Ei ≡ max{Q̂α/2(Y |X = Xi)− Yi, Yi − Q̂1−α/2(Y |X = Xi)}

for each i ∈ I2. Finally, given new covariates Xn+1, construct the prediction interval for

Yn+1 as

C(Xn+1) ≡
[
Q̂α/2(Y |X = Xn+1)−Q1−α(E, I2), Q̂1−α/2(Y |X = Xn+1) +Q1−α(E, I2)

]
(6.1)

whereQ1−α(E, I2) is the (1−α)(1 + 1/|I2|)-th empirical quantile of {Ei : i ∈ I2}. Remark-

ably, Theorem 1 of Romano, Patterson, and Candes (2019) guarantees that the prediction

interval (6.1) satisfies the marginal, distribution-free, finite-sample coverage in the sense

that

P {Yn+1 ∈ C(Xn+1)} ≥ 1− α,

provided that the data {(Yi, Xi) : i = 1, . . . , n+ 1} are exchangeable.

We look at the dataset on birth weights originally analyzed by Almond, Chay, and Lee

(2005). We use the excerpt from Cattaneo (2010) available at http://www.stata-press.
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com/data/r13/cattaneo2.dta. The sample size is 4642 and the outcome of interest is in-

fant birth weight measured in kilograms. The basic covariates include 20 variables con-

cerning mother’s age, mother’s years of education, father’s age, father’s years of educa-

tion, number of prenatal care visits, trimester of first prenatal care visit, birth order of an

infant, months since last birth, an indicator variable whether a newborn died in previ-

ous births, mother’s smoking behavior during pregnancy, mother’s alcohol consumption

during pregnancy, mother’s marital status, mother’s and father’s hispanic status and race

(being white or not), an indicator variable whether a mother was born abroad, and three

dummy variables indicating seasons of the birth.

We conduct conformal prediction of infant birth weights with nominal level α = 0.1.

We split the sample randomly into four subsets of about equal size: I1, I2, I3 and I4. As

described above, the set I1 is the training sample for the estimation of conditional quantile

functions. We perform this estimation respectively using the `0-PQR, `0-CQR and `1-PQR

approaches. We calibrate the tuning parameters in these three competing quantile regres-

sion approaches using the validation sample I2. Estimation and calibration are performed

in the same fashion as described in the simulation study. With the calibrated optimal tun-

ing parameter value, we use the set I3 to estimate the out-of-sample quantile prediction

risk and conformalize quantile regression estimates by constructing {Ei : i ∈ I3}. We then

evaluate the coverage performance of the prediction interval (6.1) over the test sample I4.

We carry out a number of replications of such random splitting exercises and report the

averages of estimated sparsity, out-of-sample prediction risk as well as length and cover-

age of the prediction interval across these replications. Specifically, we use 100 replications

for the cases of `1-PQR and the first-order approximation (FO)-based implementation of

`0-PQR. To mitigate the computational cost, we reduce the number of replications to 30

for the MIO-based `0-PQR and `0-CQR cases. Moreover, every MIO computation in this

empirical study is conducted under a 10-minute computational time constraint.

We consider the following five different dictionary specifications. The first one is con-
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cerned with a covariate vector of p = 21 that includes a regression intercept together with

the aforementioned 20 basic explanatory variables. The second specification modifies the

first by discretizing both the maternal and paternal years of education into four categories

indicating whether the schooling year is less than 12, exactly 12, between 12 and 16, or

at least 16. In addition, we replace number of prenatal care visits, months since last birth

and both parents’ ages by cubic B-spline terms using 4 interior B-spline knots. These allow

us to approximate smooth functions of these variables in the quantile regression analysis.

We exclude the B-spline intercept terms so that the resulting covariate vector for the sec-

ond specification has dimension p = 49. The third covariate specification consists of all

variables in the second specification together with those obtained by interacting the B-

spline expansion terms with the other explanatory variables. This then renders p = 609 in

the third covariate specification scenario. Both the fourth and fifth specifications are con-

structed using the same procedure as for the third case except thatwe enlarge the covariate

dimensions by using respectively 12 and 16 interior B-spline knots for these two high di-

mensional scenarios, each of which comprises 1281 and 1617 covariates respectively.

6.1 Empirical Results

We summarize in Figures 1 and 2 statistical performance results under the approaches of

`1-PQR, `0-CQR and both the FO- and MIO-based implementations of `0-PQR. For each

estimation method, we also report in Figure 3 its computational performance, which is

measured by the employed CPU seconds that are averaged over the range of tuning pa-

rameter values and across the random splitting replications.

From Figure 1, we find that `1-PQR tends to induce a far denser estimating model than

the `0-based approaches. At the 5% quantile level, the number of selected covariates un-

der `1-PQR could reach around 30 when p > 103, whereas that quantity is only about 7,

12 and 2 under `0-CQR, FO- and MIO-based `0-PQR respectively. Similar sparsity pattern

also emerges at the 95% quantile level. On the other hand, all these quantile regression
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Figure 1: Results on Estimated Sparsities and Out-of-Sample Prediction Risks
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Figure 2: Lengths and Coverages of Conformalized Prediction Intervals

approaches exhibit comparable out-of-sample quantile prediction risks for all the estima-

tion scenarios. Figure 2 also indicates that lengths and coverages of the conformalized

prediction intervals are essentially identical across all the estimation approaches. More-

over, actual sizes of these prediction intervals are on average close to the nominal size. On

the whole, these statistical performance results reveal that both `0-CQR and `0-PQR are

capable of delivering sparser solutions than `1-PQR whilst maintaining commensurate

prediction accuracy.

We now turn attention to computational performance of these competing approaches.

From Figure 3, it is evident that `1-PQR enjoys the best computational performance with

its average computation time being capped below 2.5 CPU seconds across all the esti-

mation scenarios. FO-based `0-PQR also performs very well as its average computation

time does not exceed 7.5 seconds in all scenarios. Relative to `1-PQR and FO-based `0-

PQR, the other twomethods are implemented throughMIO and can be observed to be far

more computationally intensive in this numerical study. For high dimensional scenarios,

Figure 3 indicates a substantial computational performance difference between the MIO

and non-MIO-based approaches. This can be anticipated because of the non-convexity in
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Figure 3: Results on Computational Performance

the estimation problems for both `0-CQR and MIO-based `0-PQR. It is interesting to note

that MIO-based `0-PQR appears to incur muchmilder computational cost than `0-CQR. In

particular, the average computation time for MIO-based `0-PQR is still within 3 seconds

in the case with p = 49 and does not go over 100 seconds across all estimation scenarios,

whereas that for `0-CQR already reaches more than 400 seconds in the p = 49 case and is

well above 500 seconds in most estimation configurations. Based on the numerical results,

we recommend using FO-based `0-PQR for a large scale problem and MIO-based `0-PQR

for a moderate size problem.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we study estimation of a sparse high dimensional quantile regressionmodel.

The main contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we derive non-asymptotic expec-

tation bounds on the excess quantile prediction risk as well as the mean-square parame-

ter and regression function estimation errors of both the `0-PQR and `0-CQR estimators.

These theoretical results imply the minimax optimal rates of convergence. Moreover, we
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characterize expected Hamming loss for the `0-penalized estimator. The second contri-

bution is computational. We provide an exact computation approach for `0-PQR through

the method of mixed integer optimization. We also develop a first-order approximation

algorithm for solving large scale `0-PQR problems. Through Monte Carlo simulations

and a real-data application, we find that both `0-PQR and `0-CQR perform fairly well and

produce much sparser solutions than `1-PQR does. Our theoretical and numerical results

suggest that `0-based approaches are worthy competitors to `1-based approaches in sparse

quantile regression. Recently, Hazimeh and Mazumder (2020) developed fast computa-

tional methods for `0-penalized least squares with an additional `1- or `2-penalty term. It

is an interesting future research topic to extend their approach to quantile regression and

investigate its statistical properties.

A Proofs

A.1 Lemmas

For any θ, θ1, θ2 ∈ Θ, define Sn(θ) ≡ Sn(θ)−S(θ), ∆(θ1, θ2) ≡ S(θ1)−S(θ2), and∆n(θ1, θ2) ≡

Sn(θ1) − Sn(θ2). By Assumption 4, we have that, for some given scalar ε2
∗, which will be

chosen later, we can find a point θ′∗ in Θ′ such that ‖θ′∗‖0 = ‖θ∗‖0 and ∆(θ′∗, θ∗) ≤ ε2
∗. We

start with the following basic inequality.

Lemma 1 (Basic inequality). For k0 ≥ s,

∆(θ̂, θ′∗) + λ‖θ̂ − θ′∗‖0 ≤ ∆n(θ′∗, θ̂) + 2λs.

Proof of Lemma 1. Using (2.4), we have that, for k0 ≥ s,

Sn(θ̂) + λ‖θ̂‖0 ≤ Sn(θ′∗) + λ‖θ′∗‖0. (A.1)
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Using (A.1), we can deduce that

∆(θ̂, θ′∗) + λ‖θ̂‖0 ≤ ∆n(θ′∗, θ̂) + λs. (A.2)

Then, the lemma follows from (A.2) together with an application of triangle inequality.

Let

Vx ≡ sup
θ∈B(k0)

∆n(θ′∗, θ)

∆(θ, θ∗) + ε2
∗ + x2

. (A.3)

Lemma 2 (Preliminary Probability Bounds). Let Assumptions 1 and 4 hold. Suppose k0 ≥ s.

Then for a constant 0 < η < 1,

P
[
∆(θ̂, θ∗) ≥

2

1− η
λs+

1 + η

1− η
ε2
∗ +

η

1− η
x2

]
≤ P (Vx ≥ η) , (A.4)

P
[
‖θ̂ − θ∗‖0 ≥

4− 2η

1− η
s+ λ−1

{
1 + η

1− η
ε2
∗ +

η

1− η
x2

}]
≤ P (Vx ≥ η) . (A.5)

Proof of Lemma 2. First, since λ‖θ̂ − θ′∗‖0 is always non-negative, it follows from Lemma 1

that

∆(θ̂, θ∗) = ∆(θ̂, θ′∗) + ∆(θ′∗, θ∗) ≤ ε2
∗ + 2λs+ ∆n(θ′∗, θ̂). (A.6)

Using (A.3) and (A.6), we have that, if Vx < η for some positive constant η < 1, then

∆(θ̂, θ∗) ≤ 2λs+ ε2
∗ + Vx

[
∆(θ̂, θ∗) + ε2

∗ + x2
]

<
2

1− η
λs+

1 + η

1− η
ε2
∗ +

η

1− η
x2. (A.7)

Furthermore, note that

∆(θ̂, θ∗) + λ‖θ̂ − θ′∗‖0 ≤ ε2
∗ + ∆(θ̂, θ′∗) + λ‖θ̂ − θ′∗‖0.

By Assumption 1, ∆(θ̂, θ∗) ≥ 0. Therefore, using Lemma 1, it follows that ‖θ̂ − θ′∗‖0 ≤
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2s+ λ−1[∆n(θ′∗, θ̂) + ε2
∗]. Thus, if Vx < η, we have

‖θ̂ − θ′∗‖0 ≤ 2s+ λ−1Vx

[
∆(θ̂, θ∗) + ε2

∗ + x2
]

+ λ−1ε2
∗

< 2s+ λ−1η

[
2

1− η
λs+

1 + η

1− η
ε2
∗ +

η

1− η
x2 + ε2

∗ + x2

]
+ λ−1ε2

∗ by (A.7).

Arranging the terms, we therefore have that

P
[
‖θ̂ − θ′∗‖0 ≥

2

1− η
s+ λ−1

{
1 + η

1− η
ε2
∗ +

η

1− η
x2

}]
≤ P (Vx ≥ η) ,

which yields (A.5) by an application of triangle inequality.

By Assumption 4,

Vx = sup
θ∈B′(k0)

∆n(θ′∗, θ)

∆(θ, θ∗) + ε2
∗ + x2

.

In other words, it suffices to take the supremum over the countable subset Θ′.

To boundP(Vx ≥ η) in (A.4) and (A.5), wewill use Bousquet’s inequality and a technical

lemma from Massart and Nédélec (2006). For the sake of easy referencing, these results

are reproduced below.

Lemma 3 (Bousquet’s inequality). Suppose thatF is a countable family of measurable functions

such that for every f ∈ F , P (f 2) ≤ v and ‖f‖∞ ≤ b for some positive constants v and b. Define

Z ≡ supf∈F(Pn − P )(f). Then for every positive y,

P

[
Z − E [Z] ≥

√
2

(v + 4bE[Z]) y

n
+

2by

3n

]
≤ e−y. (A.8)

Lemma 4 (Lemma A.5 of Massart and Nédélec (2006)). Let S be a countable set, u ∈ S and

a : S → R+ such that a(u) = inft∈S a(t). Define B(ε) = {t ∈ S : a(t) ≤ ε}. Let Z be a process

indexed by S and assume that the nonnegative random variable supt∈B(ε)[Z(u) − Z(t)] has finite

expectation for any positive number ε. Let ψ be a nonnegative function on R+ such that ψ(x)/x is
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nonincreasing on R+ and satisfies for some positive ε∗ :

E

[
sup
t∈B(ε)

[Z(u)− Z(t)]

]
≤ ψ(ε) for any ε ≥ ε∗.

Then, one has, for any positive number x ≥ ε∗,

E
[
sup
t∈S

(
Z(u)− Z(t)

a2(t) + x2

)]
≤ 4x−2ψ(x).

A.2 Proof of Theorem 1

Proof of Theorem 1. We prove Theorem 1 by adopting the ideas behind the proof of The-

orem 2 in Massart and Nédélec (2006). For q ≥ 0, let B′(q) ≡ {θ ∈ Θ′ : ‖θ‖0 ≤ q}. By

Assumption 1, ∆(θ, θ∗) ≥ 0 for all θ ∈ B′(k0). Using this fact and Assumptions 2 and 3, we

have that, for all i = 1, . . . , n and for all θ ∈ B′(k0),

∣∣∣∣ρ(Yi, X
>
i θ
′
∗)− ρ(Yi, X

>
i θ)

∆(θ, θ∗) + ε2
∗ + x2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2LB2 (s+ k0)

x2
≡ bx.

Moreover, by Assumptions 2, 3, 5 and 6, for all θ ∈ B′(k0),

E
([
ρ(Yi, X

>
i θ
′
∗)− ρ(Yi, X

>
i θ)
]2) ≤ L2B2 ‖θ − θ′∗‖

2
1

≤ L2B2‖θ − θ′∗‖0 (‖θ − θ∗‖2 + ‖θ′∗ − θ∗‖2)
2

≤ L2B2 (s+ k0)κ−2
1 κ−2

0

(√
∆(θ, θ∗) + ε∗

)2

≤ 4L2B2 (s+ k0)κ−2
1 κ−2

0

(
∆(θ, θ∗) + ε2

∗
)
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and therefore

E

([
ρ(Yi, X

>
i θ
′
∗)− ρ(Yi, X

>
i θ)

∆(θ, θ∗) + ε2
∗ + x2

]2
)
≤ 4L2B2 (s+ k0)κ−2

1 κ−2
0 (∆(θ, θ∗) + ε2

∗)

[∆(θ, θ∗) + ε2
∗ + x2]2

≤ 4L2B2 (s+ k0)κ−2
1 κ−2

0

x2
sup
ε≥0

ε

ε+ x2

≤ 4L2B2 (s+ k0)κ−2
1 κ−2

0

x2
≡ vx.

Choose b = bx and v = vx in Lemma 3. By (A.8), we then have that for every positive y,

P

[
Vx − E[Vx] ≥

√
2

(vx + 4bxE[Vx])y

n
+

2bxy

3n

]
≤ exp(−y). (A.9)

We now bound E[Vx] using Lemma 4. Let a2(θ) ≡ ∆(θ′∗, θ∗) ∨∆(θ, θ∗) for any θ ∈ Θ. Then

∆(θ, θ∗) ≤ a2(θ) ≤ ∆(θ, θ∗) + ε2
∗. Therefore,

E[Vx] ≤ E

[
sup

θ∈B′(k0)

∆n(θ′∗, θ)

a2(θ) + x2

]

and for every ε ≥ ε∗,

E

[
sup

θ∈B′(k0):a(θ)≤ε
∆n(θ′∗, θ)

]
≤ E

[
sup

θ∈B′(k0):∆(θ,θ∗)≤ε2
∆n(θ′∗, θ)

]
.

The next step is to find a function ψ such that

E

[
sup

θ∈B′(k0):∆(θ,θ∗)≤ε2
∆n(θ′∗, θ)

]
≤ ψ(ε) for any ε ≥ ε∗.

Let ε1, . . . , εn denote aRademacher sequence that is independent of {(Yi, Xi) : i = 1, . . . , n}.

By the symmetrization and contraction theorems (e.g., Theorems 14.3 and 14.4 of Bühlmann
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and Van De Geer (2011)),

E

[
sup

θ∈B′(k0):∆(θ,θ∗)≤ε2
∆n(θ′∗, θ)

]

≤ E

[
sup

θ∈B′(k0):∆(θ,θ∗)≤ε2
|∆n(θ′∗, θ)|

]

≤ 2E

[
sup

θ∈B′(k0):∆(θ,θ∗)≤ε2

∣∣∣∣∣n−1

n∑
i=1

εi
{
ρ(Yi, X

>
i θ)− ρ(Yi, X

>
i θ
′
∗)
}∣∣∣∣∣
]

≤ 4LE

[
sup

θ∈B′(k0):∆(θ,θ∗)≤ε2

∣∣∣∣∣n−1

n∑
i=1

εiX
>
i (θ − θ′∗)

∣∣∣∣∣
]
.

By Hölder’s inequality

∣∣∣∣∣n−1

n∑
i=1

εiX
>
i (θ − θ′∗)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ‖θ − θ′∗‖1 max
1≤j≤p

∣∣∣∣∣n−1

n∑
i=1

εiX
(j)
i

∣∣∣∣∣ ,
where X(j)

i denotes the j-th component of the covariate vector Xi.

For θ ∈ B′(k0) that satisfies ∆(θ, θ∗) ≤ ε2, we have that, by Assumptions 5 and 6,

‖θ − θ′∗‖1 ≤
√
‖θ − θ′∗‖0 (‖θ − θ∗‖2 + ‖θ′∗ − θ∗‖2)

≤ (s+ k0)1/2 κ−1
1 κ−1

0

(√
∆ (θ, θ∗) +

√
∆ (θ′∗, θ∗)

)
≤ (s+ k0)1/2 κ−1

1 κ−1
0 (ε+ ε∗)

Therefore, we have that for any ε ≥ ε∗,

E

[
sup

θ∈B′(k0):∆(θ,θ∗)≤ε2
∆n(θ′∗, θ)

]
≤ 8L (s+ k0)1/2 κ−1

1 κ−1
0 εE

[
max
1≤j≤p

∣∣∣∣∣n−1

n∑
i=1

εiX
(j)
i

∣∣∣∣∣
]

≤ C (s+ k0)1/2 ε

√
2 ln(2p)

n
,

where the last inequality follows fromHoeffding’s inequality (e.g., Lemma14.14 of Bühlmann

and Van De Geer (2011)) together with (3.8) and Assumption 3. Hence, we set ψ(x) ≡
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C (s+ k0)1/2 x
√

2 ln(2p)/n. Thus, by Lemma 4, for any x ≥ ε∗,

E[Vx] ≤
4C

x
(s+ k0)1/2

√
2 ln(2p)

n
.

For every y ≥ 1, set x =
√
Myε∗ for some constant M ≥ 1, which will be chosen below,

and

ε∗ = 4C(s+ k0)1/2

√
2 ln(2p)

n
. (A.10)

By (3.8) and (3.9), we have that C2 ln(2p) ≥ LB2 and ln(2p) ≥ 1. Therefore,

E[Vx] ≤
1√
My
≤ 1

M1/2
,

bxy

n
=

LB2

16MC2 ln(2p)
≤ 1

16M
,

vxy

n
=

1

512M ln(2p)
≤ 1

64M
,

which implies that

E[Vx] +

√
2

(vx + 4bxE[Vx])y

n
+

2bxy

3n

≤ 1

M1/2
+

√
1

32M
+

1

2M3/2
+

1

24M

≤ 3

M1/2
.

It thus follows from (A.9) that

P
[
Vx ≥ 3M−1/2

]
≤ exp(−y) (A.11)

for y ≥ 1. Now choose a sufficiently largeM that satisfies

η ≥ 3M−1/2 (A.12)
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for any given positive constant η < 1. Putting together (3.8), (A.4), (A.5), (A.10), (A.11) and

(A.12), we then have that

P
[
∆(θ̂, θ∗) ≥

2

1− η
λs+ 32C2(s+ k0)

(
1 + η +Mηy

1− η

)
ln(2p)

n

]
≤ exp(−y),

P
[
‖θ̂ − θ∗‖0 ≥

4− 2η

1− η
s+ 32λ−1C2(s+ k0)

(
1 + η +Mηy

1− η

)
ln(2p)

n

]
≤ exp(−y)

for y ≥ 1.

A.3 Proof of Theorem 2

Proof of Theorem 2. By (3.6) of Theorem 1with the choice of η = 1/2, we have that, for every

y ≥ 1,

P
[
S(θ̂)− S (θ∗) ≥ A+By

]
≤ exp(−y), (A.13)

where

A ≡ 4λs+ 96C2(s+ k0)
ln(2p)

n
,

B ≡ 32MC2(s+ k0)
ln(2p)

n
.

and the constantC is given by (3.8). Since S(θ̂) ≥ S (θ∗), result (3.10) thus follows by noting

that

E
[
S(θ̂)− S (θ∗)

]
=

∫ ∞
0

P
[
S(θ̂)− S (θ∗) ≥ t

]
dt

= B

∫ ∞
−A/B

P
[
S(θ̂)− S (θ∗) ≥ A+By

]
dy

= B

∫ 1

−A/B
P
[
S(θ̂)− S (θ∗) ≥ A+By

]
dy +B

∫ ∞
1

P
[
S(θ̂)− S (θ∗) ≥ A+By

]
dy

≤ A+ 2B,
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where the last inequality above follows from applying (A.13) for y ∈ [1,∞). Moreover,

using (3.4) and (3.5), we can deduce that

E
[
R(θ̂)

]
≤ κ−2

0 E
[
S(θ̂)− S (θ∗)

]
,

E
[∥∥∥θ̂ − θ∗∥∥∥2

2

]
≤ κ−2

1 κ−2
0 E

[
S(θ̂)− S (θ∗)

]
,

which, given (3.10), therefore imply (3.11) and (3.12).

A.4 Proof of Theorem 3

Proof of Theorem 3. By (3.9), p ≥ 2 so that ln(2p) ≤ 2 ln p. Thus using (3.7) in Theorem 1,

we have that

P
[
‖θ̂ − θ∗‖0 ≥

4− 2η

1− η
s+ 64λ−1C2(s+ k0)

(
1 + η +Mηy

1− η

)
ln(p)

n

]
≤ exp(−y)

for y ≥ 1. Choose the smallest M that satisfies (A.12), i.e., η = 3M−1/2. Because it is

assumed that k0 ≤ Cks for a fixed constantCk andλ = Cλln p/n, takingCλ = 64ζλC
2(Ck+1)

for some constant ζλ ≥ 1, we have that for y ≥ 1,

P
[
‖θ̂ − θ∗‖0 ≥ As+Bsy

]
≤ exp(−y), (A.14)

where

A =
4− 2η

1− η
+ ζ−1

λ

1 + η

1− η
and B = ζ−1

λ

9

η(1− η)
.

Using the integrated tail probability expectation formula for nonnegative integer valued

random variables (see e.g. Lo (2019)) and following similar steps in the Proof of Theorem

2, we have that

E
[
‖θ̂ − θ∗‖0

]
≤ (A+ 2B)s.
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The conclusion of the theorem follows by first choosing a sufficiently small η and then

selecting a sufficiently large ζλ.

A.5 Proof of Corollary 1

Proof of Corollary 1. As discussed in Section 3.1, Assumptions 1–6 are satisfied for quan-

tile regression with the Lipschitz constant L = 1, Assumption 4 holds by (3.3) and the

presumption on the finiteness of E|Y |, and Assumption 6 holds with κ1 =
√
ω.

Note that, for any θ ∈ B(k0), we have that
∣∣x>(θ − θ∗)

∣∣ ≤ 2B2 (k0 + s) by (3.3). Using

(3.1), it hence follows from assumption (iv) of this corollary that

S(θ)− S(θ∗) ≥
cu
2
E
[∣∣X>(θ − θ∗)

∣∣2] for all θ ∈ B(k0).

Thus, Assumption 5 of Theorem 1 also holds with κ0 =
√
cu/2. As a result, the corollary

follows from Theorem 2.

A.6 Proof of Corollary 2

Proof of Corollary 2. Repeating arguments used in the proof of Theorem 1 with λ = 0, we

have that

P
[
∆(θ̃, θ∗) ≥ 32C2 (s+ q)

(
1 + η +Mηy

1− η

)
ln(2p)

n

]
≤ exp(−y)

for y ≥ 1. Then we can proceed as in the proof of Corollary 1.

A.7 Proof of Proposition 1

Proof of Proposition 1. (a) Let t̂ denote a point in Hδ,l(θ̂δ). By (4.15) and (4.16),

Q̃n(t̂; θ̂δ, δ, l) ≤ Q̃n(θ̂δ; θ̂δ, δ, l). (A.15)
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Using (4.12), we have that

Q̃n(θ̂δ; θ̂δ, δ, l) = Qn(θ̂δ; δ) ≤ Qn(t̂; δ) ≤ Q̃n(t̂; θ̂δ, δ, l). (A.16)

Putting (A.15) and (A.16) together, we have that

Q̃n(t̂; θ̂δ, δ, l) = Q̃n(θ̂δ; θ̂δ, δ, l)

so that θ̂δ is also a minimizer to the problem (4.15) with t = θ̂δ. It thus follows that θ̂δ ∈

Hδ,l(θ̂δ).

(b) Proof of part (b) follows closely that of Theorem3.1 of Bertsimas, King, andMazumder

(2016). Note that, for any l ≥ h, if t′ ∈ Hδ,l(t), then

Qn(t; δ) = Q̃n(t; t, δ, l)

≥ Q̃n(t′; t, δ, l)

=
l − h

2
‖t′ − t‖2

2 + Q̃n(t′; t, δ, h)

≥ l − h
2
‖t′ − t‖2

2 +Qn(t′; δ) (A.17)

so that

‖t′ − t‖2
2 ≤

2 (Qn(t; δ)−Qn(t′; δ))

l − h
. (A.18)

Now let l > h and consider the sequence tm satisfying tm+1 ∈ Hδ,l(tm). Since the parameter

space Θ is compact, inequality (A.17) implies that Qn(tm; δ) decreases with m and thus

converges to a limit Q∗ as m −→ ∞. Using this fact together with (A.18), it follows that

tm also converges to a limit t∗. Applying (A.18) with t′ = tm+1 and t = tm, we can deduce

(4.17) by noting that

min
m=1,...,N

‖tm+1 − tm‖2
2 ≤

1

N

∑N

m=1
‖tm+1 − tm‖2

2 ≤
2 (Qn(t1; δ)−Q∗)

N (l − h)
.
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A.8 Proof of Proposition 2

Proof of Proposition 2. By (4.9) and (4.11), we have that Qn(θ; 0) = Sn(θ) + λ‖θ‖0.

For each θ ∈ Θ,

Qn(θ; δ) ≤ Qn(θ; 0) ≤ Qn(θ; δ) +
δcτ
2
.

Therefore, we can deduce that

Qn(θ̂δ; δ) ≤ min
θ∈B(k0)

Qn(θ; 0)

≤ Qn(θ̂δ; 0)

≤ Qn(θ̂δ; δ) +
δcτ
2

≤ min
θ∈B(k0)

Qn(θ; 0) +
δcτ
2
.
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